APPLY FOR
Postdoc Career Programmes

THE NEXT STEP
Career Bridging Grant
Interested in applying for external funding to finance your own position? Apply for Career Bridging Grant to financially bridge the time up to the potential start of your funding.

Future Talent Guest Stay
Want to become a TU Future Talent and visit one of Germany’s top technical universities? TU Darmstadt invites young researchers from abroad to discover research and career opportunities as TU Future Talent.

Ernst Ludwig Mobility Grant
Interested in gaining international experience? Ernst Ludwig Mobility Grant offers TU postdocs the opportunity to go abroad to work and network with international scientists.

Re-entry Scholarship
Combining an academic career and family care? TU Darmstadt supports female scientists who already completed a doctorate and have interrupted their research due to care responsibilities with TU Re-entry Scholarships.

Athene Young Investigator
Aiming for a professorship? Athene Young Investigator promotes the scientific independence of exceptionally qualified TU postdocs by giving them the chance to lead an independent junior research group.

APPLY NOW!
www.tu-darmstadt.de/postdocs